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The Fury 

Why do we fail? The luck of the draw? A mistake carelessly made in the attempt? 

Fear? Love? Fury? William Faulkner chose "Fury" in naming his novel The Sound and the 

Fury specifically to express the most prominent nature of the narrator of the third section of 

the novel, Jason. Jason's attempts to succeed at the expense of others eventually end in 

failure, and by the end of the story Jason is left with little more than where he began. 

However, it is far too easy to attribute the success or failure of any endeavor to a singular 

complication. By examining Jason's motivations, actions, and the consequences of those 

actions the reasons for Jason's fate in The Sound and the Fury are revealed. Faulkner 

expresses aspects of jealousy, greed, aggressive individualism, assertiveness, and 

arrogance in Jason. On the surface it appears that anger blinds Jason's judgment, but 

Jason's fury is not the only flaw that ultimately leads him to his downfall. Jason's desire for 

control, need for compensation, problems dealing with women, and violent temperament 

destroy any chance for the personal gain he desperately wishes to achieve. 

The primary source from which the majority of Jason's motivations stems from his 

justification that he deserves to be compensated for the opportunities that were taken from 

him by his family. This resentment is the result of the situations he was forced into by his 

neglectful mother Caroline, the sale of his portion of land by his father Jason, and the 

consequences of his sister Caddy's promiscuity. Jason expresses his frustration with his 

situation in two ways, through constant complaining and through violent exploitation of his 
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foster child Quentin. Jason reveals his opinion on his mother when he complains "The 

rest of us can't shut ourselves up in a room like mother does." (Faulkner 42). While 

his mother's absence forces Jason into a situation where he must take on an increased 

role in running household affairs, it is not until the death of his father and brother that he 

becomes fully locked into the duty of running the Compson estate. When Jason states, 

"I never had time to go to Harvard or drink myself into the ground. I had to work" he is 

placing blame on being forced into working for the family estate by the choices of his of 

his father and his brother (Faulkner 114). His father justified the sale of Jason's inherited 

portion of the family estate on the hope that Quentin would succeed at Harvard and the 

prospect of a well paying career as part of his daughter's marriage dowry. Unfortunately 

for Jason, his father drank himself to death, Quentin committed suicide, and Caddy's 

illegitimate child caused him to lose the job opportunity. As a result, Jason turned to 

anger and when Caddy's child is sent to him to care for he begins to act out his 

frustrations. Jason states his frustrations best when he exclaims "I reckon you'll think 

twice before you deprive me of a job that was promised me. I was a kid then. I believed 

folks when they said they'd do things. I've learned better since." (Faulkner 129). What 

Jason learned is a sense of mistrust and self-reliance. Jason believes "that the entire 

human race except himself were Compsons, inexplicable yet quite predictable in that 

they were in no sense whatever to be trusted." (Faulkner 212). An example of his If-you-

want-something-done-right-you-have-to-do-it-yourself attitude is seen when he finds a 

flat tire on his car. Specifically he states, "If I want an automobile tire changed I have to 

do it myself." (Faulkner 17). When he trusts no one else to keep their word, he then 

takes it upon himself to acquire what he believes is rightfully his. Because he 
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blames his problems mostly on Caddy and the wasteful actions of his brother 

Quentin, it is ironic that the daughter that Caddy sends to Jason is named 

Quentin. As a constant reminder of the objects his anger fixates upon, Jason 

acts out his frustrations by siphoning nearly fifty-thousand dollars in child support 

money intended for Quentin and invests it in the stock market (Faulkner 138). 

When Jason makes his attempt at physically harming Quentin, the caretaker 

Dilsey comes to her aid. Dilsey is able to see the reasons behind Jason's anger 

and confronts them by saying, "He ought to be shamed of hisself, throwing what 

aint your fault up to you." (Faulkner 46). By saying this, Dilsey is challenging 

Jason's actions, but Jason trips up in not recognizing the threat in Dilsey's ability to 

see Jason for what he is. 

By being a woman, Quentin compounds the reasons for Jason's 

mistreatment of her. Jason's issues in dealing with women are pronounced, and 

although he has a lover, the nature of their relationship is extremely abusive. 

Jason was neglected by his mother who hid herself up in her room, and Jason 

translates this neglect into his role in his relationships. In retribution for the way he 

felt he was treated by his mother, Jason acts out similar situations but with the 

roles reversed. He repeatedly ignores his lover's attempts at reaching him by 

mail, and forcefully commands her never to try to reach him by telephone. 

Essentially he is leaving her completely in the dark until he finds it necessary to 

meet with her, hand her some cash to string her along until their next 

encounter. She might as well be a prostitute, and it is this aspect  of 

women that infuriates him when he considers both his sister Caddy and his 
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niece Quentin to be no more than hussies themselves. To further solidify Jason's 

negative opinion of the female sex, Jason's approach towards dealing with women is 

to "always keep them guessing. If you can't think of any other way to surprise them, give 

them a bust in the jaw." (Faulkner 122). This attitude reinforces the idea that Jason's 

interactions with women are generally negative, and often cruel. This is always the case 

when Jason is dealing with Quentin. This is seen best when Jason physically forces 

Quentin into submission in the kitchen, when he makes her sign the money order and 

accept the cash value that she knows is false, and when Jason is spying on Quentin in 

order to keep her from having a relationship of her own. Jason's believes that he 

needs to control Quentin because it is in her best interests, otherwise she would fail 

out of school. However, his methods are far too extreme regardless of his reasoning, 

and only serve to further provoke Quentin towards defiance rather than obedience. 

Similar to Jason's belief that he is entitled to reparations from Quentin for having to 

deal with the situation he was forced into, Jason's desire to control her is created bar a 

sense of responsibility inherent to parenthood. The conversation Jason has with his 

mother about Quentin's absenteeism supports this idea. Caroline approaches Jason 

with the issue that she is worried that the school might think that she has no control over 

Quentin. Jason cuts into her thoughts by demanding, "If you want me to control her, just say 

so and keep your hands off." (Faulkner 114). It is not a question, as Jason knows that his 

mother is incapable of handling the situation and must take care of the situation himself 

because no one else can. Jason makes the statement to vocalize his intentions, but had 

no reason other than to appear dominant in this situation. Jason's constant need to assert 

his superiority is not limited to his interactions with Quentin. In a strange character quirk, 
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Jason uses a cruel form of teasing to make him feel empowerment. This is seen three 

times during the novel. First, when he uses a wire attached to the fire door to trick his 

retarded brother Benji. Second, when he cons Quentin's mother Caddy into paying him 

to see her daughter for just a "minute." When she catches a glimpse of Quentin, Jason 

sends the carriage of without a second thought. The last time this is seen is when he 

burns two tickets to the show that Luster wanted to go see. Luster pleaded for the 

tickets, and Jason burned them anyway because it showed he had control. The only 

character to threaten his position of power is Quentin, and Jason responds violently. 

Jason's fury, cruel tendencies, and short temper ultimately drive him to act out in 

negative ways. Quentin's reaction to his attempts to chastise her made Jason "so mad 

for a minute it kind of blinded [him]." (Faulkner 118). This is the only point where Jason 

acknowledges that his rage might be a problem. However, it fails to leave an impact on 

Jason, as his behavior does not change for the remainder of the novel. Jason's violent 

actions are a repetition of the abuse he suffered during his childhood. When he tells 

Quentin, "You wait until I get this belt out and I'll show you" it is nearly a mirror image of 

the scene where Benji hears Jason being beaten by his father (Faulkner 116). 

The words aren't the same when Jason's father commands, "'Stop that now ... Do you 

want me to whip you again," but the action is the same (Faulkner 44). Jason's use of 

violence to solve his problems are an extension of how his father taught him to 

act in similar situations. Quentin reacts to Jason's abuse in a very different way, by 

outsmarting him. 

In tandem, the manifestations of the four attributes of control, recompense, 

misogyny, and violence in Jason’s aggressive actions towards Quentin to steal the 
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$2840.50 he spent the majority of his adult life saving (Faulkner 212). With his recent 

failures in the stock market depriving him of all his investments, this act by Quentin leaves 

Jason entirely bankrupt. Following his fruitless attempt at recapturing Quentin at the end 

of the novel, Jason is left with nothing to his name but an unproductive estate, a 

dead end business, a family he has shunned, and his own bitterness. He continues to 

systematically destroy his connections to each of these, and severs his connection to his 

only known female companion. By 1933 Jason Compson was "emancipated" (Faulkner 

213). To gain this freedom Jason had to accept his failure to succeed in life as he knew it. 

With nothing left, Jason might take heed to his own advice; like he says, "He'd better go 

on and die now and save money." (Faulkner 122). 
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